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LESSON

5
SOUND OFF

In this lesson, we will make your Code Cube display different images with sounds.  
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this lesson uses the speakers in the Code Cube to produce unique sounds. 
When you want to play sounds, it is important where you place them in your program. Images 

will stay on the display when a sound is being played. However, if you place a sound block 
before an image block, the image will not change until the sound finishes playing.

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown. 

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

The matrix image (crab) block tells the Code Cube 
to display a preprogrammed image. The other matrix 

image block tells it to show a different image.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

The play sound – until done block tells the Code Cube 
to play a preprogrammed sound effect. This example 
tells it to play three random tunes (one tune for each 

block). The other play sound – until done block tells it 
to play a different sound.

Pause for – seconds tells the Code Cube to wait three 
seconds before executing the next block of code. Pause 
blocks can wait up to 10 seconds each. (Hint: If a long 
pause is needed, a repeat – times block can be used.)

End program tells the Code Cube to stop running the 
code. If it is not added here, the code will keep looping. 

The program can be run again after five seconds by 
pressing the button on the Code Cube.

Clear matrix tells the Code Cube to make the display 
blank. It is useful here to let you know when the 

program has ended.

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 

program with sound. Use 
similar code to complete any 
of the following activities. 
Don’t forget to try other 
sound blocks! We will add 
more sounds in Lesson 6.

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Lesson 5.

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks. 

STUDENT SECTION
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ACTIVITIES

ELA – Transitions

Going from school to home. Growing from a child to an adult. There 
are transitions all around us every day! Create at least three images that 
represent transitions. Use a program like the one in Lesson 5 to display 
them on your Code Cube with sound effects between each transition. 
Explain what is happening during each of the changes using transitional 
words.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your descriptions.   

SEL – Mood Sounds

Some songs or sounds can make us happy, sad, mad, or glad. Create at 
least three images that match a mood or feeling with a sound effect. Use a 
program like the one in Lesson 5 to display them on your Code Cube. Write 
down what each image represents and explain why you chose a sound or 
what kind of sound you would have used if it were available.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Math – Countdown

Create five images with sounds that represent a countdown from 5 to 1. 
For this activity, do not use the matrix image block. Be creative with the 
images you create and explain how each represents a number in your 
countdown.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Coming Down

What goes up must come down at some point when gravity is involved. 
Create a series of images with sound effects that represent the effect of 
gravity on an object. Use a program like the one in Lesson 5 to display them 
on your Code Cube. Write down a description of your images and explain 
why you chose each.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

STUDENT SECTION
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